INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Elucidating the mechanics of chromatin condensation remains a fundamental challenge in molecular biology. Original EM studies on isolated chromatin revealed 'beads on a string' structures indicating nucleosomes were connected by the linker DNA. Filaments of varying diameter were also observed in partially folded chromatin, giving rise to the notion of the 30-nm fibre. These findings suggested that chromatin organisation *in vivo* results from a complex interplay of hierarchical folding pathways ([@B1],[@B2]).

In the 30-nm fibre an array of nucleosomes is coiled into one or more helical stacks with the linker histone located in the interior of the fibre. Discussions of its structure have centred mainly on two characteristics - whether there are one or two stacks (respectively 1-start and 2-start helices) and whether the trajectory of the linker DNA between consecutive nucleosomes crosses the interior of the fibre (the crossed-linker model) or approximately continues the tightly bent path of nucleosomal DNA (the solenoid model). Whereas the crossed-linker model is compatible with both 1-start and 2-start structures ([@B3],[@B4]) the solenoid model predicts a 1-start structure ([@B5]).

It is sometimes forgotten that in their original seminal description of the 30-nm fibre Finch and Klug ([@B5]) observed two classes of chromatin fibre, one with a low and the other with a higher pitch angle. These, they argued, were consistent with respectively 1-start and 2-start organisations. Subsequent X-ray diffraction and circular dichroism studies ([@B6]) confirmed a low pitch angle associated with 30-nm fibre preparations. However, more recently several crystallographic and cryo-EM studies on reconstituted fibres have strongly supported a higher pitch 2-start structure ([@B10]). These structures have packing densities of 3.9--7 nucleosomes/11 nm. In contrast, values of 10--15 nucleosomes/11 nm are attained by certain isolated chromatin fibres mostly under conditions of higher ionic strength ([@B14]). Similarly, Robinson *et al.* ([@B19]) and Routh *et al.* ([@B20]) reported values of 9--15 nucleosomes/11nm for reconstituted fibres formed *in vitro* on long (187--237 bp) but not short (167 bp) quantized nucleosome repeat lengths (NRLs).

To accommodate all these apparently conflicting observations we have here combined a detailed structural and topological model with a single unifying compaction mechanism. In particular, we recently proposed that fibres of high packing density are formed by the interdigitation of the two nucleosome stacks in a loosely packed 2-start crossed-linker fibre to assume a 1-start configuration, resembling a low pitch solenoid but retaining the more energetically favoured trajectory for the linker DNA ([@B4]). In this work to validate and refine our model we have constructed a series of 2- and 1-start fibres by exploring the utility of model building. The DNA packing density (per unit fibre volume) was expressed as a function of geometric variables, which were iterated for convergence on maximum packing. Physical constraints were formulated according to published data including the structure of a crystallized tetranucleosome ([@B10]) to facilitate the observed nucleosome stacking. From the DNA trajectory, we computed the writhe of fibre DNA for different NRLs ([@B21]).

We argue that with increasing NRL the two nucleosome stacks in a 2-start fibre could merge to form the 1-start configuration (see movie S1 in Supplementary Data) for greater stability. Here, a concomitant slight increase in fibre diameter and a reduction in the helical pitch of the fibre means that a similar curvature of the nucleosome stack is maintained. Moreover, the need for a correct register between adjacent octamers, including a relative rotation around their common axis, implies quantised linkers and different binding modes of linker histone respectively in 2- and 1-start structures. We find in most compact structures that the 1-start fibres constrain more negative writhe than 2-start. Importantly, the calculated topological change agrees closely with the experimentally determined external torsion required for maximal compaction ([@B24]). We further argue that the intercalation resulting in the formation of the 1-start configuration facilitates a closer approach of adjacent linker DNAs possibly enabling a phase transition in DNA packing.

It is well established that the coiling of 30-nm fibres is strongly dependent on ionic strength ([@B17],[@B25],[@B26]). Previous modelling studies have largely emphasized the role of the electrolyte in reducing repulsion between DNA duplexes in close proximity. However cations, especially Mg^2+^ and Co^3+^ widely used for fibre compaction ([@B8]), also overtwist DNA ([@B27]). We have therefore asked whether this overtwisting is relevant to folding process. We find that electrolyte-dependent overtwisting of DNA correlates with observed fibre densities. In addition the C-terminal tail of linker histones contains multiple positive charges and can by itself induce DNA condensation to form a chiral cholesteric structure ([@B30]). To account for any additional overtwisting dependent on the C-terminal tail we have estimated that in the most compact fibres with the longest NRLs - for example, those in echinoderm sperm and avian erythrocytes - the helical repeat of linker DNA to be ∼10 bp/turn ([Supplementary data S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Our model implies that the overtwisting of the linker DNA and hence the chirality of chromatin fibres can potentially be fine-tuned *in vivo* by epigenetic modification of the tail - for example, the CDK-mediated phosphorylation of SPKK sequences. In addition, especially in interphase nuclei, interaction with other abundant chromatin-associated proteins - for example, HMGB proteins - could potentially untwist the linker DNA ([@B31]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Finding the path of nucleosomal DNA {#SEC2-1}
-----------------------------------

The structure of a chromatosome (PDB ID: 4LQC) was realigned in Pymol by means of least square fit using a transformation matrix ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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![Defining the path of nucleosomal DNA. The path of the central 129 bp of the nucleosomal DNA (PDB ID: 4LQC) was shown in green, while a theoretical path was generated at the Cartesian origin shown in white. The nucleosome was realigned at the origin by means of transformation such that the y and z axes (z axis being normal to the plane of view) correspond to the nucleosome dyad and superhelical axes respectively. Here the dyad axis is also the 2-fold symmetry axis of the nucleosomal DNA.](gkz495fig1){#F1}
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Additional to the central 129 bp are the entering and leaving DNAs, where each over the 19 bp segment approximates a straight trajectory (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Their best fit values (coordinates) were obtained similarly by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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During model building a small adjustment was permitted to the trajectories of the entering and leaving DNAs. This was carried out (while the nucleosome is aligned at origin) by aligning each segment with the y axis (positive direction) and its base (the point joining the central 129 bp DNA) at origin, followed by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Therefore the base pair coordinates (best fit values) for the 167 bp (central 129 bp + 2 × 19 bp) following adjustment were given as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Once again, during model building, the lengths of the entering and leaving DNAs were extended where necessary. In which case the extra base pairs added to each of the 19 bp segments were positioned by multiplying the number of base steps ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Assign all base pair coordinates (167 bp + extensions) with new notation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since the nucleosome was realigned at origin (see above), the z and y axes correspond to its superhelical and dyad axes respectively (the dyad axis here is equivalent to 2-fold symmetry axis of the nucleosomal DNA) (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The normal to the nucleosomal disc (defined by its bisecting plane) was given as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Model building {#SEC2-2}
--------------

Fibre models were constructed by positioning individual nucleosomes as a starting point. The procedures described hereafter refer to the 1-start fibre ([@B4]). The 2-start structure was built similarly except the odd and even number nucleosomes of an array reside on two separate helical paths.

The schematic in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a helical stack of nucleosomes (left handed), of radius $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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![Schematic of the 1-start crossed linker model of the chromatin fibre. The large open circle represents the start of a left-handed helical path rising towards the reader, on which both the odd (red sphere) and even (blue sphere) number nucleosomes reside. The ratio β /α determines the interdigitating pattern of the two series, which, in this example, gives rise to (1 3 5 7 9 ^2^ 11 ^4^ 13 ^6^...) or alternatively (2 4 6 8 ^1^ 10 ^3^ 12 ^5^...) because nucleosomes can interdigitate with either those above or below of the neighbouring stacks. The adjacent nucleosomes in this example are identified as (i±7, i, i±9).](gkz495fig2){#F2}

Fibre models were constructed with the DNA path alone for clarity (without the histones). In effect the structure features a continuation of points defined by the best fit base pair coordinates, forming a smooth tube (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The first members $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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![Construction of fibre models. The path of DNA was represented as a smooth tube defined by best fit values of base pair coordinates. The entering and leaving DNAs (the segment between cyan marks) approximate a straight trajectory. The chromatosome structure was used as a geometric unit for model building.](gkz495fig3){#F3}
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### Distance between adjacent nucleosomes {#SEC2-2-1}

The centre to centre distances between a nucleosome and its two adjacent neighbours are given respectively by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Distance between linker DNAs {#SEC2-2-2}

Linker DNAs were modelled in a straight trajectory between the end points of the leaving and entering DNAs of consecutive nucleosomes. Their base pair coordinates are determined using a base-step vector as described. With their coordinates known, the path of each linker can be expressed as a line (vector) through a point, for example for two linkers ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Relative orientation of nucleosomes {#SEC2-2-3}
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![Calculation of relative twist between consecutive nucleosomes. The green lines lie on the bisecting planes of respective nucleosomes, and are orthogonal to the trajectory of the linker DNA. Consequently, their corresponding vectors are cross products between the linker trajectory and the normals to respective nucleosome discs (defined by their bisecting planes). The relative twist between the nucleosomes are given by the angle between the green lines.](gkz495fig4){#F4}

In addition to above calculation, the twist between consecutive nucleosomes is dictated by the helical twist of the linker DNA. Thus, an alternative calculation (a helical repeat of 10 bp is used in this example, see also RESULTS AND DISCUSSION) based on linker length is given by:
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}{}${{\rm{n}}_2}$\end{document}$ core DNA (147 bp), assuming a base-step rise of 3.405 Å. 51.52 (°) is the baseline value of twist with zero linker length, estimated empirically by connecting two core particles in Pymol.

Where the two calculations resulting in equality, then the relative twist between consecutive nucleosomes intrinsic to the structure is consistent with the length of the linker DNA between them. In this situation, the fibre structure should in principle be energetically favourable.

### Fibre packing density {#SEC2-2-4}

Fibre packing density expressed as the number of bp per unit volume (Å)^3^ is given by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Optimisation of geometric variables for fibre packing {#SEC2-3}
-----------------------------------------------------
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To optimize for fibre packing Solver was set up as follows:
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}{}${\mathring{\rm{A}}}$\end{document}$). The fibre packing density (the numerator) is expressed as the amount of DNA (in terms of bp) per unit fibre volume because Solver solutions based on calculating the number of nucleosomes per 11 nm fibre length could generate suboptimal structures such as having a large central cavity. Although we present our results in nucleosomes/11 nm, since this notation is widely used.

The iteration proceeds from an input of initial values (arbitrary) that give rise to fibres at diameters attainable within the permitted NRL range (∼177--237 bp), over which unique solutions are obtained as local maxima (of packing density) with respective NRLs distributed discontinuously as 'islands of stability', corresponding to individual predicted fibres.

Although in principle the initial values are arbitrary, nucleosome arrays in a zigzag configuration arranged to form 1- or 2-start stacks imposes strong geometric constraints. Consequently the workable range of initial values are limited, the iteration converges relatively promptly.

Importantly the resultant structures accord with the necessary specifications. For example, the relative rotation between adjacent nucleosomes is specified within an optimal range (based on published data) such that the helical stack built in this way comprises, effectively, the structural motif of two closely stacked nucleosomes as in the crystal structure ([@B10]). In addition, the relative rotation superimposes two complementary histone octamer regions at the interface between the di-nucleosome motifs, facilitating potentially an extensive hydrogen and ionic bond network involving H2A-(A53, E56, E64), H2B-(Q44, V45, E110) with H3-(E73, Q76, D77), H4-(K20, L22, R23) ([@B32]).
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}{}${{\rm{d}}_{{\rm{n}}2 - {\rm{n}}3}} \ge 57.6$\end{document}$) indicate that the centre to centre distances between adjacent nucleosomes be ≥57.6 Å ([@B10],[@B32]).

The optimization process is animated in movie S2 (Supplementary Data, the symbol $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\rm{\varphi }}$\end{document}$ in the text, the unit is in degrees) where the fibre structure corresponds to changes in geometric parameters, of which the iteration stops when maximal fibre packing is reached. Most importantly the algorithm refines the relative positions of chromatosome units as well as the length and trajectory of their entering and leaving DNAs, and in turn the linker path. This is therefore a top down model. In contrast, the standard 2-angle model calculation imposes the linker as a tangent line connecting two nucleosome discs, such uniformity limits the variability of feasible structures.

Calculation of writhe of fibre DNA {#SEC2-4}
----------------------------------

The writhing number of fibre DNA was computed using the method formulated elegantly by Levitt ([@B21]). Here we summarize the derivations (the letters denoted here accords with Levitt ([@B21]) and are independent of preceding formulae).

Classical calculation of writhing number takes a planar projection of a space curve, followed by summation of the number of (+1) and (--1) crossovers (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Results from individual projections of all angles ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$$\begin{equation*}{\rm{W\ }} = \frac{1}{{4{\rm{\pi }}}}\ \mathop \int \nolimits {\rm{W}}\left( {\rm{\omega }} \right){\rm{d\omega }}\end{equation*}$$\end{document}$$

![Diagram adapted from Levitt ([@B21]) - computation of writhing number from a polygonal curve. (**A**) A polygonal curve defined by a series of vertices where the crossovers between individual segments are indicated with (+1) or (-1) signs (depending on handedness). (**B**) The solid angle (enclosed by four planes) passing through the 2D sphere within which the segments i and j can be seen to cross over. a, b, c, d are normal vectors respectively to the four planes. A, B, C, D are angles between adjacent planes.](gkz495fig5){#F5}

For a polygonal curve containing a series of vertices:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The same crossover can be seen from the opposite direction therefore:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Writhing numbers of fibre DNA were calculated using the DNA path of the 32-mer models. Each data file comprises ∼7000 (depending on NRL) sets of Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) over the entirety of base steps. Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} illustrates short examples of chromatosomal DNA of varying lengths, for which the writhe values were calculated. We found that a revised method developed by Agarwal *et al.* ([@B23]) that achieved a faster computation produced near identical results. However, the formulation by Levitt ([@B21]) offers a more direct comparison with past literature.

![The writhing number of nucleosomal DNA. The DNA paths of three chromatosomes were defined by a series of base pair coordinates shown in black dotted lines. The length of DNA from left to right are 167, 195 and 215 bp, respectively. The writhe values are indicated.](gkz495fig6){#F6}

The linking number of fibre DNA was obtained by subtracting from the writhing number the change in the helical repeat of the linker DNA (NRL minus 147 bp), assuming the intrinsic twist of the nucleosomal DNA is invariant.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#SEC3}
======================

Chromatin fibres can adopt both the 2-start and 1-start organisations {#SEC3-1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

In this study we construct fibre models using a selection of defining variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$( {{\rm{r}},{\rm{\ h}},{\rm{\ \alpha }},{\rm{\ \beta }},{\rm{\ \theta }},{\rm{\ \delta }},{\rm{\ \varphi }},{\rm{\ u}},{\rm{\ v}}} )$\end{document}$ and seek their optimal values such that the packing of DNA attains the highest possible compaction. Adjacent nucleosomes are configured having two stacking modes alternating based on the crystal and cryo-EM structures ([@B10],[@B12]). To minimise torsional stress, we formulate the relative twist of consecutive nucleosomes be agreeable with the length of linker DNA.
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}{}$( {{\rm{r}},{\rm{\ h}},{\rm{\ \alpha }},{\rm{\ \beta }},{\rm{\ \theta }}} )$\end{document}$ determine the diameter and pitch angle of the helical stacks, and on which the spacing and orientation of nucleosomes while the length and trajectory of the entering and leaving DNAs are controlled by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$( {{\rm{\delta }},{\rm{\ \varphi }},{\rm{\ u}},{\rm{\ v}}} )$\end{document}$. For both the 2-start and 1-start models the devised procedure produced multiple but markedly discrete solutions (each providing a set of resolved values for individual variables), corresponding to fibres with differing diameters. We infer that this outcome is a consequence of the geometric and topological properties of the crossed-linker model.

During the construction of physical models (not *in silico*), we found that with increased writhing the 2-start fibre can adopt the 1-start configuration through merger of two nucleosome stacks, akin to the conversion of B- to A-form DNA. In the latter structure linker DNAs become more inclined relative to the fibre axis, as is seen with the inclination of base pairs in A-form DNA (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

![The topology of 2-start and 1-start fibres is analogous to B- and A-form DNA.](gkz495fig7){#F7}

Should the curvature of nucleosome stacks be kept at a constant optimal value, fibres of a smaller diameter would have a high helical pitch, for curvature as a function of radius ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\ \frac{r}{{{r^2} + {h^2}}}$\end{document}$. Stacked nucleosomes seen in the tetranucleosome and the cryo-EM structure of the chromatin fibre ([@B10],[@B12]) form a small curvature and therefore consistent with the 2-start model, in which two nucleosome stacks adopt a high pitch double helix. However, we found in physical models that the 2-start fibre becomes mechanically less stable with increased fibre diameter (with longer linkers), consistent with energetic predictions based on the 2-start configuration ([@B33]).

With these considerations, we constructed fibres based on the 2-start model for NRLs ≤197 bp, and ≥197 bp of the 1-start model in which the stability is further provided by inter-locking of the merged stacks ([@B4]). In addition, the fibre diameter is now sufficiently large to allow low pitch fibres. Geometric parameters of predicted fibres formed between ∼177 and ∼237 bp NRLs are summarized in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, with the corresponding structures shown in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} (note that NRLs in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} are rounded (either up or down) to integer numbers of the calculated NRLs). We found that both the 2- and 1-start models can be built with non-uniform but alternating linkers differing by ∼10 or ∼20 bp. This facility indicates a capacity for accommodating variable linker lengths.

###### 

Variation of fibre parameters for different uniform NRLs and for alternating NRLs.

  NRL (bp)           linker (bp)   diameter (nm)   nuc /11 nm   connectivity    model     Wr/nuc   L/nuc
  ------------------ ------------- --------------- ------------ --------------- --------- -------- --------
  (-177-)~32~        29.14         28.6            7.0          i ± 2           2-start   −1.580   −1.441
  (-177--187-)~16~   34.26         30.7            9.2          i ± 2           2-start   −1.594   −1.431
  (-187-)~32~        39.68         32.2            10.3         i ± 2           2-start   −1.616   −1.428
  (-187--197-)~16~   44.29         34.8            11.2         i ± 2           2-start   −1.611   −1.400
  (-197-)~32~        49.75         35.7            10.7         i ± 2           2-start   −1.608   −1.371
  (-197--207-)~16~   54.33         38.6            12.4         i ± 2           2-start   −1.619   −1.360
  (-197-)~32~        48.87         37.4            10.8         i ± 7, i ± 9    1-start   −1.687   −1.454
  (-197--207-)~16~   54.28         38.4            11.5         i ± 7, i ± 9    1-start   −1.705   −1.446
  (-207-)~32~        58.86         39.5            11.0         i ± 7, i ± 9    1-start   −1.683   −1.403
  (-217--207-)~16~   64.51         39.7            12.0         i ± 7, i ± 9    1-start   −1.706   −1.399
  (-217-)~32~        69.35         42.1            13.6         i ± 9, i ± 11   1-start   −1.693   −1.363
  (-227--217-)~16~   75.14         43.3            13.2         i ± 7, i ± 9    1-start   −1.767   −1.409
  (-227-)~32~        79.90         45.0            14.5         i ± 9, i ± 11   1-start   −1.747   −1.367
  (-237--227-)~16~   85.17         47.1            15.2         i ± 9, i ± 11   1-start   −1.765   −1.359
  (-237--217-)~16~   80.28         45.0            13.6         i ± 7, i ± 9    1-start   −1.767   −1.385
  (-237-)~32~        90.26         48.1            13.4         i ± 9, i ± 11   1-start   −1.779   −1.349

![Predicted chromatin fibres with increasing linker length. Chromatin fibres were built based on both the 2-start and 1-start models over NRLs between ∼177 and ∼237 bp. The number above each structure indicates NRL, which can be uniform or between two alternating lengths.](gkz495fig8){#F8}

Quantization of linker DNA {#SEC3-2}
--------------------------

There have been many suggestions that linker lengths are quantized *in vivo*. An early investigation of oligonucleosomal DNAs ([@B34]), and more recently, the genome wide analysis of nucleosome positional signals in *S. cerevisiae* ([@B35],[@B36]) showed that linkers in yeast accord with 10 × n + 5 bp (integer n). The same periodicity was seen in nucleosome dimers (two chromatosomes plus linker) of rat liver chromatin ([@B37]), but an analogous study of human K562 cells revealed the rule of 10 × n + 7.5 bp ([@B38]). Meanwhile NRL measurements collectively of different chromatin sources gave rise to the formula ∼10 × n bp ([@B39]).

The rationale for linker DNAs to be at discrete lengths assumes a requirement by higher order chromatin structure that the relative orientations of nucleosomes, affected by linker length, need to be in the correct register with adjacent nucleosomes. For a crossed-linker type model, maintaining the nucleosome orientations with increasing fibre diameter necessitates the linker length to differ by increments of the helical repeat. As expected, predicted fibres (with the twist constraint of the linker DNA imposed) featured high frequencies in ∼147 + 10 × n bp NRLs (n = integer). These results are fully consistent with the NRL probability distribution derived from measurements of different tissues and organisms ([@B39]) (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}).

![Comparison of linker lengths found *in vivo* and from model predictions. Upper panel: NRL probability distribution derived from measurements of different tissues and organisms (adapted from ref. [@B39]). Lower panel: Occurrence frequency of NRLs (n = 44) in predicted fibres (shown in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). The labels on x axis are mean values respective of individual bins: 176.3--176.6, 185.9--186.7, 194.8--197.0, 205.0--207.2, 216.0--217.6, 226.8--227.4, 237.0--237.4. Note that the bins are discontinuous. The linker length is modelled continuous although the linker length in terms of bp is an integer.](gkz495fig9){#F9}

In any case the apparent quantization likely reflects the average values *in vivo*, possible conflicts between linker length and the required nucleosome orientation may be resolved by a slight writhing of linker DNA to alleviate torsional stress. Other influences include the C-terminal domain of linker histone, whose conformation correlates with the configuration of linker DNA ([@B40]). Additionally, divalent cations could modulate the intrinsic twist of the linker (see later discussions). Furthermore, recent high resolution crystal structures of nucleosome core particles showed that the length of nucleosomal DNA ranges between 145 and 147 bp ([@B41]), this finding implies an additional tunability for nucleosome orientations by up to ∼±68.6°.

Relative orientation of nucleosomes {#SEC3-3}
-----------------------------------

In the tetranucleosome and reconstituted chromatin fibres the adjacent octamers around their common axis were rotated relative to one another by 22° and 17° respectively ([@B10],[@B12]). While a 30° rotation was found between free core particles for optimal stacking involving the H4 N-terminal tail and opposing acidic patch ([@B32]). The discrepancies likely result from physical constraints in the chromatin fibre (12--24-mer), and to a lesser extent, in the tetranucleosome (4-mer). Intrinsic to the 2-start structure, the trajectories of the entering and leaving DNAs of each nucleosome having uniform linker lengths are identical, such that the nucleosome symmetry axes relative to entering and leaving DNAs (as in the chromatosome) are close to parallel (close because the entering and leaving DNAs are not in perfect symmetry). If the positions of octamer dyads in this situation coincide with the symmetry axes adjacent octamers would not be in the correct register due to having little relative rotation, but increasing rotation driven by nucleosome stacking would lead to asymmetric distortion of the entering and leaving DNAs, as was seen in the chromatin fibre ([@B12]).

This finding suggests that in a 2-start structure with optimal nucleosome stacking, the relative rotation of adjacent octamers should readily occur while the symmetry axes relative to entering and leaving DNAs remain parallel. In other words, the octamer dyad does not coincide with the symmetry axis (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the opposite is true in the 1-start model ([@B4]) because the relative rotation between stacked nucleosomes is intrinsic to the model such that the adjacent octamers are readily in the correct register for stacking. It follows that the linker histone assumes on-dyad binding in a 1-start configuration (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). In a 187 bp NRL short 2-start oligonucleosomal arrays assuming a 2-start structure both crystallography and hydroxyl-radical footprinting indicate an on-dyad linker histone orientation ([@B13],[@B44]). However, the nucleosomes form parallel stacks in the crystal whereas in cryo-EM structures having twisted stacks an off-dyad linker histone is apparent ([@B12],[@B13]). Nonetheless, in isolated chromatosomes NMR studies indicates that *Drosophila* linker histone H1 and chicken H5 have, respectively, preferred off- and on-dyad locations ([@B45]). These linker histones are associated *in vivo*, respectively, with shorter ([@B49]) and longer NRLs. Variation in linker histone dyad location would also likely impact on the configuration of the chromatosome stem structure ([@B50],[@B51]).

![The dyad position relative to entering and leaving DNAs. Left: the position of octamer dyad coincides with the symmetry axis of the nucleosome (determined relative to the entering and leaving DNAs). Right: octamer dyad deviates from the symmetry axis (blue line) of the nucleosome. The red line indicates the dyad axis (determined relative to the octamer). Note that the orientation of linker histone in the diagram was based on the chromatosome structure (PDB ID: 4LQC), where the linker histone resides on the DNA minor groove ([@B45]). The binding mode of linker histone will be different (which we have not modelled) where octamer dyad deviates from the symmetry axis ([@B44]).](gkz495fig10){#F10}

Topology of fibre DNA {#SEC3-4}
---------------------

Our modelling methodology describes the path of the DNA in the fibres with respect to the positions of individual base-pairs, thus approximating to a smooth space-curve. Using these parameters we computed the total DNA writhe for the fibres with quantised NRLs between ∼177 and ∼237 bp. Fibres with shorter NRLs (167 bp) have a lower stoichiometry of linker histone binding ([@B20]) and so were omitted. We find, first, that for fibres the constrained writhe becomes more negative with increasing NRL and that this increase correlates with a decreasing pitch angle for the nucleosome stacks (Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). The value of the writhe/nucleosome increases from *−*1.58 for the 177 bp NRL 2-start fibre to *−*1.78 for the 237 bp NRL 1-start fibre. Notably, the values of the writhe associated with the 1- and 2-start 197 bp NRL fibres, *−*1.69 and *−*1.61 respectively correspond to changes in ΔL of *−*1.37 and *−*1.45, values very similar to the experimentally observed total change in linking number, *−*1.4, required for the maximal chromatin compaction of a 38 × 200 bp nucleosome array achieved with magnetic tweezers ([@B24]). These numbers imply that for a regular nucleosome array the average constrained writhe/nucleosome will be less negative for shorter NRLs and would be consistent with an active role of linker DNA in fibre compaction.

![The DNA writhe packaged in compact fibres. The total writhe of fibre DNA was calculated for compact fibres using the 32-mer structures. The writhe per nucleosome was plotted against the pitch angle of nucleosome stack and nucleosome repeat length (NRL) respectively. Data points corresponding to 2-start and 1-start models were indicated in blue and red respectively. The data points include fibres with uniform NRLs and those with mixed NRLs (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).](gkz495fig11){#F11}

Additionally, we find that for the same NRL the 1-start configuration constrains more negative writhe than the 2-start fibres. This difference correlates with an altered nucleosome connectivity (stacking neighbours respective to their relative positions in the extended array) of the 1-start configuration and with a consequent closer approach of the entering and exiting linker DNAs in the 1-start fibre relative to the 2-start fibre. We conclude that the formation of a 1-start fibre is consistent with experimental topological determinations of fibre folding.

The topological contribution of linker DNA {#SEC3-5}
------------------------------------------

In a 197 bp NRL compact fibre our calculated value of ΔWr/nucleosome is very similar to the average experimental value of ΔL determined for the constraint of a single chromatosome on a small DNA circle ([@B52]). The latter authors suggested that any contribution of changes in intrinsic twist to the DNA topology of compact fibres is small or negligible. Since ΔL, the change in linking number, is the sum of both ΔWr and ΔTw we cannot necessarily assume that the twist of linker DNA is unchanged simply by extrapolation from a small DNA circle to a fibre. However for a particular extent of compaction the value of ΔL/fibre is independent of the precise path of the linker DNA ([@B53]) and thus also of the partition between twist and writhe. Assuming that the intrinsic twist, and hence the writhe, of nucleosomal DNA varies little during fibre compaction we can ask whether changes in the twist of the linker DNA between consecutive chromatosomes are consistent with our model.

Three types of experimental observation suggest that the intrinsic twist of linker DNA may change during fibre compaction. First, the ability of the C-terminal H1 tail to condense DNA ([@B30],[@B54]) would, if replicated in the fibre, alter the twist constraints on linker DNA imposed by an aqueous environment. Second, both cation-induced DNA condensation and dinucleosome compaction are reversed by ethidium bromide, a DNA intercalator which untwists DNA ([@B57],[@B58]). Third, the salt-dependent folding of the 30-nm fibre is strongly dependent on both the concentration and nature of solution cations ([@B8],[@B25]). Increasing ionic strength not only decreases charge repulsion between DNA duplexes in close proximity but also alters the intrinsic helical repeat of DNA in a cation-dependent manner ([@B27]). In particular, on a molar basis Mg^2+^, which favours the formation of more compact fibres ([@B8],[@B19]) decreases the helical repeat 3--4× more effectively than Na^+^ ([@B27]). Combining the data of Rybenkov *et al.* ([@B28]) with previous experimental determinations of fibre density using linker histone H5, we find a strong correspondence between the cation-induced decrease in helical repeat and fibre folding (Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together these observations imply that, in a fibre, linker DNA is likely overtwisted ([@B57]). This has two consequences. First, an increased twist of linker DNA induced by the H1 C-terminal tail in concert with external cations would act as an internal torsional driver of fibre coiling and compaction, analogous to the experimental situation of external magnetic tweezers. Second the helical repeat of the linker DNA would likely define the increment in preferred NRLs. For compact fibres our modelling implies that the quantised linker lengths are highly preferred. Following Yao *et al.* ([@B57]) we suggest that, in a manner analogous to chromatin remodelers, applied internal torsion can enable limited reshuffling of nucleosome positions to create a more regular array, always providing that any energetic barriers imposed by strong positioning can be overcome. Accordingly, less compact fibres would, as observed, be more structurally heterogeneous ([@B5],[@B26],[@B59],[@B60]).

![Correlation of cation-dependent change in DNA helical repeat adapted from ([@B28]) and fibre density ([@B14],[@B15],[@B19],[@B26]). These data are plotted according to the X^+^ and Mg^2+^ concentrations used. Where appropriate (i.e. when K^+^ was used instead of Na^+^) X^+^ is plotted in terms of Na^+^ equivalents according to ref. [@B27]). Symbols from ref. [@B28]): open diamonds, filled circles, inverted triangles, squares, triangles, filled diamonds - \[Na+\] with successively 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 mM \[Mg^2+^\]; fibre data: filled stars, red circle, green square, blue square from, respectively, ([@B26],[@B19],[@B14],[@B15]). Note that the data from ([@B26]) indicate a 2-phase folding pathway as further described in [Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](gkz495fig12){#F12}

The coiling of the fibre in response to overtwisting of linker DNA would be a direct Tw to Wr compensation ([@B53]). To examine whether this is compatible with our model we have tested whether, in a closed topological system, decreasing the helical repeat of the linker DNA is reflected in corresponding changes in ΔWr. We find that this condition is met (Figure S1 and movie S3 in Supplementary Data). We also note that the total torsion resulting from linker overtwisting will be proportional to linker length, assuming an equivalent charge neutralisation.

The change in DNA topology accompanying the folding of an extended nucleosome array to a fully compact fibre can be described by the formal relationship:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$$\begin{equation*}\Delta {\rm{L}} = \Delta {\rm{Tw}} + \Delta {\rm{Wr}}\end{equation*}$$\end{document}$$where L = linking number, Tw = intrinsic twist and Wr = writhe ([@B61])

If we then assume that the additional writhe of the fibre, i.e. excluding the writhe attributable to individual nucleosomes, derives from topological compensation we infer that the helical repeat of linker DNA in compact fibres to be ∼10 bp/turn ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This corresponds to a value of ΔL of approximately *−*1.4/nuc (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), in good agreement with previous theoretical ([@B33],[@B53]) and experimental studies ([@B24]).

Is our modelling consistent with the notion that a 2-start to 1-start transition could facilitate a phase transition in compact 30-nm fibres where the linker DNA adopts a condensed state analogous to that in cation-induced toroidal structures? Our model invokes a short centre-to-centre distance for adjacent linker DNAs ([@B4]) corresponding to an approximate doubling of the DNA concentration of linker DNA on intercalation to ∼400--500 mg/ml in the interior of the fibre ([@B62]). Experimental determinations of this distance in protein-free condensed DNA and nucleoprotamine filaments reveal minimum separations in the range of 1.8--2.7 nm ([@B63]). A linker helical repeat of ∼10 bp/turn would facilitate the alignment of closely packed duplexes ([@B67]). Since by itself the C-terminal tail of linker histone H1 is known to induce DNA condensation with long range order ([@B30]) we propose that the 2-start to 1-start intercalation could further compact linker DNA by increasing the local linker DNA concentration and thereby promoting a structural transition between condensed DNA mesophases ([@B66],[@B68]). On this model the condensation of linker DNA during the folding of a long NRL chromatin fibre proceeds from an observed initial weak long-range cholesteric order ([@B69]) to a more compact form - possibly line-hexagonal ([@B66]) - in isolated fibres from avian erythrocytes and echinoderm sperm chromatin. Such a transition could contribute to the stability of the 1-start configuration. The topology we have described is consistent with a toroidal geometry for the 30-nm fibre but by itself does not address the question of the higher-order organisation of these fibres ([@B70]).

*In vivo* relevance {#SEC3-6}
-------------------

We have argued that the structure and topology assumed by the 30-nm fibre are intimately related and dependent on two principal parameters related to linker DNA - its local concentration in the interior of the fibre and its intrinsic helical repeat. More generally, these parameters have implications for chromatin structure *in vivo*. We have modelled the structure of a fibre which contains only histones whereas *in vivo* the fibre is associated with other abundant chromatin associated proteins - for example, HMG proteins. While histone-bound DNA is relaxed or more often slightly overtwisted, HMG-B proteins untwist DNA ([@B31]). Binding of HMG-B proteins to linker DNA would thus increase its helical repeat, in effect favouring a looser structure than the coiled 30-nm fibre. To this extent we feel that our model is consistent with the *in vivo* observations reviewed by Maeshima *et al.* ([@B71]). Furthermore the most compact fibres, in terms of linker DNA concentration/rise, observed *in vivo* are those found in terminally differentiated echinoderm sperm ([@B14],[@B16]). These fibres also have the longest NRLs which, in our calculations, correlate with the lowest (most twisted) helical repeat of linker DNA. Analogously compact fibre formation *in vitro* used linker histone H5 from terminally differentiated avian erythrocytes ([@B19]).

Our model also implies that the overtwisting of the linker DNA and hence the structure of the fibre can potentially be fine-tuned by epigenetic modifications of the C-terminal tail. One example, of many (reviewed in ([@B72])), would be the CDK-mediated phosphorylation of SPKK sequences during mitosis. In a model *in vitro* system this phosphorylation results in the loss of long range chiral order in a condensed C-terminal tail-DNA complex ([@B30]) while still retaining the ability to form coacervates ([@B30],[@B56]). *In vivo* such an effect would imply that metaphase chromosomes could, as observed, lack 30-nm fibres ([@B73],[@B74]). Conversely, maturation of both echinoderm sperm ([@B75]) and avian erythrocytes ([@B76]) is accompanied by H1 C-terminal tail dephosphorylation. The topology of the fibre, and hence the ability to form a 30-nm structure, would also be directly dependent on the relative exiting and entry angles of the linker DNA. The histone variant CENP-A, associated with centromeres, has a diminished tendency to stabilise negative crossovers in linker DNA ([@B77],[@B78]). Similarly nucleosomes containing the variant H2A-B (aka H2A-Bbd) lacking a linker histone docking domain ([@B79]) would for similar reasons likely preclude 30-nm fibre formation, although in this case in a fibre with a more open structure.

Relation to previous work {#SEC3-7}
-------------------------

### Fibre models {#SEC3-7-1}

The path of the linker DNA in chromatin fibres has traditionally been described by the 'two-angle model' ([@B82]). This model describes the chromatin fibre geometry in terms of the entry-exit angle of the nucleosomal DNA and the rotational setting of the opposing nucleosomes with respect to each other. Crucially the linker DNA remains straight. Our model calculates fibre topology independently of the assumptions of the two-angle model but we note that by altering the twist of the linker DNA any writhing of the linker would likely be minimized.

The lack of a precise experimental description of the trajectory of linker DNA in chromatin fibres has restricted attempts to model 30-nm fibre structure and to calculate fibre DNA topology. The original helical 1-start model for compact fibres proposed by Finch and Klug ([@B5]) was predicated on the observation of a low fibre pitch angle. Since then many different fibre structures have been proposed but only one, the crossed-linker 2-start model has received direct experimental confirmation from crystal and cryo-EM studies and then only for fibres with densities of ≤6--7 nucleosomes/11 nm ([@B10],[@B12],[@B13]). Although Finch and Klug ([@B5]) visualized a mixture of both low and high pitch fibres consistent respectively with 1-start and 2-start helices, they argued that the latter were artefactual.

For fibres of similar diameter the pitch of the coiled nucleosome stacks is directly related to helix order (1-start, 2-start, multi-start, etc), provided that the structure of the core nucleosome is invariant. For compact fibres three 1-start models have been proposed: the solenoid ([@B5]), and two variants of the intercalation of the two stacks of a 2-start structure to form a single coil ([@B4],[@B9]). Both the latter are compatible with a mixed population of 1- and 2-start fibres but the intercalation of a 2-start crossed-linker structure ([@B4]) permits greater compaction than the intercalation of a 2-start twisted ribbon structure ([@B9]). A significant limitation of the solenoid model is that any transition between 1-start and 2--start fibres with the same NRL is obliged to proceed via an unfolded nucleosome array. High compaction can also be achieved in multi-start models ([@B19],[@B83]) but in these cases the intrinsic high pitch of the nucleosome stacks is inconsistent with Finch and Klug\'s original observation of low pitch fibres.

A novel variant of 2-start models is the 'gaping' proposal of Mozziconacci and Victor ([@B32]). In this model compaction is accompanied by an untwisting of nucleosomal DNA, 'gaping', resulting in a reduction in fibre pitch while retaining a 2-start crossed-linker helical organisation. Although the 'gaping' transition is topologically equivalent to ours, experimental evidence suggests that it is more likely to occur under low-salt conditions which would disfavour fibre compaction ([@B87]).

### Fibre topology {#SEC3-7-2}

Zhurkin and collaborators ([@B33],[@B88]) have recently modelled low density 2-start fibres and calculated that the most compact 2-start fibres for NRLs in the 10n series have an NRL of ∼185 bp. This observation would be consistent with our model proposing that the additional compaction of fibres with longer NRLs is potentially associated with a structural transition to a 1-start structure.

Our fibre model predicts high fibre densities (≥10 nucs/11 nm) consistent with those experimentally observed by Bartolomé *et al.* ([@B89]) and by Robinson *et al.* ([@B19]) but is inconsistent with an apparent limit density of ∼ 6--7 nucs/11 nm ([@B26],[@B59]). As originally highlighted by Widom ([@B8]) this apparent experimental discrepancy is likely a consequence of the nature of the cation(s) used to drive compaction. Whereas in the presence of most concentrations of Na^+^ alone only fibres of 6--7 nucs/11 nm are observed, the presence of Mg^2+^ and the absence of significant monovalent cation concentrations favours the formation of higher density fibres ([@B8]). These results mirror the effects of these cations on changes in the superhelical parameters of free DNA mediated by alteration of its intrinsic twist ([@B27]) (see also Supplemetary Data).

Finally, to what extent are our conclusions compatible with other experimental measurements of the topology of compact chromatin? In 1978 Müller *et al.* ([@B90]) reported that removal of linker histone from 'compact' chromatin formed on circular SV40 DNA resulted in no change in linking number. These experiments measured the sum of both constrained (by histones) and unconstrained (in free DNA) superhelicity in a closed topological system and consequently removal of H1 would not, by itself, change the linking number. In a separate experiment, using nicking-closing enzyme, the authors showed that the constrained supercoils in the absence of H1, corresponded to the average number of core particles formed on SV40 DNA (see also ref. [@B91] ). In the context of our conclusions we surmise that the SV40 DNA with compact chromatin the topology of SV40 DNA has two components - negative superhelicity constrained by both the core histones and histone H1 and also unconstrained positive superhelicity that compensates for any linker histone dependent negative superhelicity.

A similar notion underlies the release of negative superhelicity observed when compact chromatin unfolds *in vivo* ([@B92]). Here the initial H1-induced compaction would be accompanied by the formation of unconstrained positive supercoils beyond the fibre limits. Such positive superhelicity would be relaxed by topoisomerase II *in vivo* thereby allowing the fibre to release negative superhelicity on decompaction.

CONCLUSION {#SEC4}
==========

In 1976, Finch and Klug reported compact chromatin fibres with a low helical pitch. On this basis they proposed that nucleofilaments condensed to form a 'solenoid' in which spatially adjacent nucleosomes stacked in a 1-start helix, arguing that fibres with 2-start stacking would have a higher pitch angle. Since then overwhelming experimental evidence has demonstrated the existence of 2-start, but less compact, chromatin fibres ([@B10]). Recently we proposed that compact 1-start fibres could be formed by the intercalation of the nucleosome stacks within less compact 2-start fibres with longer NRLs while retaining the trajectory of the linker DNA across the interior of the fibre ([@B4]). In this paper, we have devised a simple method to test whether the modelled structures of compact crossed-linker 1-start fibres are consistent with reported experimental parameters. We find that the orientation of octamer dyad altered by intercalation in 1-start fibres likely requires a different binding mode of the globular domain of the linker histone similar to that adopted by histone H5 and human H1.5 ([@B44],[@B46]). It is also accompanied by a step increase in constrained DNA writhe related to a concomitant sharp reduction in the helical pitch of the chromatin fibre. Another important consequence of the intercalation is an increase in the local concentration of linker DNA which we propose could facilitate a phase transition to more condensed DNA packing. We also show that the salt dependent coiling of the fibre is likely accompanied by a decrease in the helical repeat of linker DNA, mediated by electrolyte cations and the C-terminal tail of the linker histone. This increased (right-handed) twist of the linker DNA could then contribute in large part to driving the left-handed coiling (writhe) of the fibre. We conclude that the modelled structure of a 1-start crossed-linker chromatin fibre is consistent with the reported physical properties of the most compact fibres and provides a biological rationale for DNA protection in the isolated chromatin fibres from the transcriptionally inactive avian erythrocytes and echinoderm sperm.
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